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Mission Statement: 

EGT Pro
will provide cutting-edge 
technology to simplify, streamline 
and implement cryptocurrency 
adoption solutions on a global 
scale.



Market Overview: 

Merchants are currently paying 
fees in order to accept 
cryptocurrency as payment 
through various gateway 
processing systems that offer a 
backend fiat conversion solution. 
Merchants also pay a standard 
credit card processing fee when 
accepting cryptocurrency-funded, 
pre-loaded credit cards that 
cryptocurrency exchanges provide 
to account holders.

Web3.0 investors are hungry for 
the acceptance and adoption of 
blockchain technology, and 
ultimately, for cryptocurrencies 
to present a viable alternative to 
that of fiat currencies. There is a 
desire amongst this growing 
demographic to enter a brick-
and-mortar store or E-commerce 
platform and be able to conduct 
seamless transactions in a variety 
of cryptocurrencies. 
Cryptocurrency investors 
understand that this form of 
utility is the formula to market 
stability and the growth of their 
digital assets.

Point Of Sale:
Crypto Based 
Consumers:

Getting started in 
cryptocurrency generally begins 
with the opening of a trusted 
exchange account, depositing 
fiat currency and then 
purchasing blue chip 
cryptocurrencies such as 
Bitcoin, Ethereum or BNB. From 
there, investors can send blue-
chip cryptocurrencies to an 
external wallet and swap into 
tokens from various 
cryptocurrency projects with a 
compatible swap pairing.

Access:



Market Overview: 

Crypto Token 
Purchasing: Token Projects: Impact:

Web3.0 investors looking to 
purchase tokens of projects that 
aren’t listed on their preferred 
exchange platform are forced to 
utilize technology that is likely to 
confuse novice investors. 
Understanding gas fees, slippage 
and the wallet connection 
process is frustrating for many, 
and acts as a very real barrier to 
the flow of capital cross-chain 
and cross-exchange.

There are thousands of 
cryptocurrency projects with 
various roadmaps, all of which 
are looking for exposure to, and 
solutions to add for, their token 
holders. Without costly exchange 
listings that provide exposure 
and simplicity in the acquisition 
of their token, many projects 
suffer stunted growth despite 
the value they add to the market.

There’s a strong focus from many 
cryptocurrency projects to have their 
native asset used to transact. 
Communities become excitable when 
large businesses accept the 
cryptocurrency at hand as a form of 
payment for goods and services. One 
glaring issue with this is that most 
businesses that receive any 
cryptocurrency as a form of payment 
then sell it back into fiat currency, which 
stimulates sell pressure. A solution that 
doesn’t result in a zero-sum transaction 
is needed as cryptocurrency token 
communities aren’t actually impacted 
positively when businesses receiving 
their token as payment immediately 
exchange it for fiat.



EGT Pro Solutions: 

EGT Pro is the first cryptocurrency wallet that caters to merchant processing. Merchants using the wallet will be able to 
accept EGT Stability Token from consumers, deriving from a variety of cryptocurrency assets that they can then swap 
out for directly within the wallet. Merchants won’t pay a processing fee to receive payment like conventional credit 
cards do and will actually be rewarded by collecting a nominal convenience fee paid by the consumer. The integrated 
Stability Token virtually eliminates price fluctuation to the dollar standard which makes it easier to manage from a risk 
perspective. With a touch of the screen, merchants will have the option to stake the EGT Stability Token and earn 
interest. Any amount of EGT Stability Token that the business doesn’t desire to convert into fiat can be put to work as 
part of its revenue model through staking rewards. Thanks to the proposed Stability Token Merchants will have the 
ability to save on processing fees, profit from transaction processing, and earn interest on cash flows.

Point of Sale:

EGT Pro Wallet Technologies are designed to simplify cryptocurrency adoption by creating user-friendly solutions 
that can be found under one umbrella. Our cryptocurrency wallet technology will service and interact with 
investors, consumers and merchants in a way that the market has yet to experience.

When creating an EGT Pro wallet, a 9-digit number is generated, similar to 
a phone number that is easy for a user to remember. By providing this 9-
digit number to a merchant, a consumer can be sent a purchase price total 
and be prompted to accept or decline an additional service fee determined 
by the vendor. Wallet security features only allow the owner of the wallet 
to gain access to funds while giving merchant employees verification that 
the funds used to purchase have been successfully transferred.

Merchant Transactional Process:



Web3-oriented consumers using EGT Pro will have the ability to transfer existing cryptocurrency holdings from other 
wallets and exchanges into our ecosystem for swapping and retail purchases. Through the payment of a nominal 
convenience fee, consumers will be supporting and accelerating true cryptocurrency adoption at a retail level. Consumers 
will also have the option to internally convert wallet holdings into the EGT Stability Token and earn interest on wallet 
holdings that are staked. Options to purchase cryptocurrencies with credit card, Apple Pay and Samsung pay are also 
available within the wallet.

Crypto Based Consumers:

EGT Pro Solutions: 

Listed projects will receive their own branded EGT Pro wallet that 
will still carry our branding around the DeFi space. Blockchain 
projects will have the ability to list their underlying token on EGT 
Pro, thereby creating paired swaps from a variety of blue-chip 
cryptocurrencies for their Token. For example, a Token project 
hosted on the Ethereum blockchain can list its token on EGT Pro, 
allowing future holders to buy it without the necessity of holding 
Ethereum itself. They will have the ability to execute an exchange 
style swap from cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, BNB, XRP or USDT 
directly to the Ethereum Token. EGT Pro is essentially providing 
inbuilt exchange services, with the wallet function enabling 
investors to bypass confusing, time-consuming and knowledge-
dependent swapping steps used to attain access to projects that 
aren’t listed on their preferred exchange. 

Access:



The EGT Pro wallet is a web-based interface utilized for the creation of a Web 3.0, cross-chain 
decentralized platform. Users can create a wallet using their internet browser, with the wallet information 
being stored locally on their device. A double-encrypted hashed (salted) wallet file is stored on the 
blockchain with a unique ID. Once a user calls the file from the blockchain, the interface can decrypt the 
file with the password used at wallet creation, or alternatively access the wallet directly from the chain via 
seed phrase. With added features and considerations, EGT Pro’s wallet security easily bests that of industry 
leading competitors. One of the major security concerns with existing wallets is the ability to connect to a 
third-party website or dApp. The EGT Pro Wallet will not have the ability to connect to any page as there is 
no “wallet connect” feature. Meta Mask and Trust Wallet have huge security risks, while Apple removed 
the dApp browser from Trust Wallet due to security concerns. Coding for our wallet will be made public 
through publication via an open repository once the application is released, allowing for immediate 
verification of the code’s authenticity.

Security:

The EGT Pro Wallet solution will implement custom transactional routing which will not only find the 
best exchange rates across chains but also within one network by identifying the best route through 
multiple decentralized exchanges (DEXs). The Token contract will implement a revolutionary standard 
for processing DEX fees and users will enjoy minimized gas fees on all transactions.

Efficiency:

More information is provided below on the interaction between EGT Pro and the $EGT Token. The most 
impactful solution achieved in this interaction is the use of EGT’s Stability Token servicing point of sale 
transactions without the selling of $EGT Token. EGT Pro is the world’s first point of sale solution where 
all buying and selling occurs outside of a Token and only the fees collected are used to buy the native 
Token, meaning the native $EGT token, and its community, benefit from buy pressure only.

Impact:



Investment: 

EGT Pro Wallet collects a variety of transactional fees. All fees 
are priced below the current industry standard. A portion of 
the fees are retained by EGT Pro for operations, marketing, 
reward token acquisition, investors and EGC-NFT Holder 
compensation. The balance of fees will be dedicated to 
purchasing and burning of the native $EGT Token to reward the 
community of users that support the ecosystem.

Revenue Model:

Sources of Fees:

A portion of 
consumer-

to-merchant 
transactions.

White label 
Token project 
listings on the 

EGT Pro 
platform.

Swap 
transactions.

Spreads on 
wallet user 

staking.



EGT Pro Organization: 
EGT Pro is a registered corporate entity in Costa Rica. Management consists of cryptocurrency-focused 
attorneys and accountants. EGT Pro has a variety of technical developers that build out platform innovation 
and consultants that assist in user adoption.

EGT Stability Token:
The EGT Pro Stability Token is the backbone of the payment gateway ecosystem. EGT Pro Stability Token isn’t 
pegged like USDT for example. It’s a smart asset deployed across multiple blockchains, stabilized through a 
decentralized order book exchange to prevent exploitation and volatility of the payment currency’s exchange 
price. EGT Stability Token can be exchanged for fiat currency when needed by merchants and wallet users.

EGT Stability Token to Fiat:
EGT Pro Stability Token will be exchangeable for merchants that require withdrawal of fiat currency from the 
tokens that they collect from processing. There will be a link on our website for merchants to source various 
exchanges in their region that provide the solution. The fees to exchange cryptocurrency to fiat are low, often 
under 1%.

EGT Merchant Advantages: 
Given a merchant pays 2-4% when processing a credit card and EGT Pro consumers actually pay them to 
transact, the savings add up rapidly. Merchants can also input a chosen convenience fee to be paid by the 
consumer on purchases. In addition, some collected native $EGT Tokens from buybacks will be paid out as 
“Processing Rewards”, proportional to transactional activity. Returns on interest made from merchants 
electing to stake EGT Stability Token will assist in further offsetting the nominal fiat exchange fee.

Costa Rica



EGT Pro’s Interaction with 
$EGT Token: 

Elon GOAT Token ($EGT) is the preferred token of EGT Pro. EGT Pro is structured to use a portion of the service fees 
that the Company collects to buy and burn $EGT Tokens. This deflationary interaction aids in $EGT price stability, 
scarcity and buy pressure. It also gives EGT Pro a home base to market the product suite and receive active feedback 
from cryptocurrency users. Through traceable blockchain transactions, $EGT Token holders will witness the EGT Pro 
purchases of their token, thereby encouraging them to participate and market the wallet’s utility, increasing 
customer advocacy.

The EGT Pro corporate purchases of the $EGT Token deriving from fee-based revenue interacts intelligently with 
$EGT’s new Ethereum smart contract. Each buy and burn of Tokens actually lifts the base price of the $EGT Token 
forever and creates a new impenetrable floor. EGT Pro will essentially relinquish and destroy much of the $EGT 
Tokens it acquires. This interaction is highly efficient, altruistic and geared towards mass user adoption and 
community trust. A portion of the buybacks will also service a rewards pool where merchants are given $EGT 
Tokens, distributed proportionally, based on their processing percentages that patriate the ecosystem. This removes 
additional $EGT Tokens from circulation, coupled with merchants witnessing the advantages of storing a Token with 
a growing ecosystem they support.

The $EGT Token is the first project to construct a world-class cryptocurrency monument dedicated to Elon 
Musk. $EGT built the monument to pay homage to the credibility and advocacy Elon brings to the 
cryptocurrency space. Elon GOAT’s monument is planned to tour globally and will act as a marketing-
based anchor to both projects. $EGT plans to deliver the monument to Elon Musk at Tesla HQ in Texas in 
hopes of gaining global media attention. EGT Pro also hopes that Elon will publicly recognize the 
contribution $EGT is making in the realm of cryptocurrency adoption technology, similar to what he did 
with PayPal. 

EGT Pro will charge a listing fee for white labeled and cross branded copies of its platform. A portion of 

those listing fees will also be used to buy and burn $EGT Tokens.

*Elon Musk has no formal connection to EGT PRO, nor the $EGT Token at the time of this document’s publication.



Encrypted Non-
Custodial 

cryptocurrency 
storage wallet.

Buy any 
cryptocurrency 

with Fiat 
utilizing Apple, 
Samsung Pay, 
fiat or credit 

card.

Lighting 
Speed 

transactions

Multi-layer 
Web3 

authentication 
standards.

Cross-chain 
capabilities.

Industry-
leading 
security 

standard.

White labeled 
onboarding of 

outside 
cryptocurrency 

projects.

Easy access to 
buy $EGT and 
outside white 

labeled 
projects.

Reduction in 
Gas fees once 

inside the 
infrastructure.

EGT PRO V1 Features: 



Accept 
many 

leading 
cryptocurre

ncies as 
payment for 

goods and 
services.

Send invoice 
totals to 

consumers using 
memorable 

numerical linking 
address. 

invoice totals to 
consumers

Accept 
rewards for 
processing 

cryptocurrency 
payments.

Stake EGT 
PRO 

Stability 
Token for 

interest on 
deposits.

Implement 
into any 
existing 

solution - can 
integrate 

API/SDK).

Automatic 
routing into 

selected 
coin/currency

Earn $EGT 
Tokens from 

fee generated 
$EGT 

buyback pool.

EGT PRO V2 Features: 
As a Merchant:

As a Consumer-User:

Payment to 
merchants 

with leading 
crypto-

currencies 
within 

milliseconds.

Simplified and 
streamlined user 

experience.

Earn $EGT 
Tokens from 

fee generated 
$EGT buyback 

pool.



Develop EGT 
Pro V1 wallet 

Test V1 wallet 
function and 
security 
protocol 

Mint $EGT 
Stability Token 
on Waves 
Blockchain and 
test order 
book stability 
system.

Integrate $EGT 
Ethereum contract into 
the EGT Pro wallet and 
add purchase pairing 
access from a variety of 
cryptocurrency Coins.

Deploy V1 wallet 
to market via 
introduction to 
the $EGT 
community.

Begin marketing 
EGT Pro’s utility 
online and by using 
$EGT’s monument 
to Elon Musk.

Begin onboarding 
various Token project 
listings offering white 
labeled EGT Pro 
solutions to the 
market.

Continue to push 
through on V2 
merchant 
processing build-
out.

Compile marketing 
material and 
expand 
partnerships.

Complete V2 testing and 
begin merchant 

onboarding.

Roadmap:



Full Technical Overview for Phase 2: 

EGT Pro is making use of pre-existing decentralized solutions, protocol contracts, dApps and programs 
deployed across multiple blockchains. EGT Pro will offer the infrastructure needed to integrate the 
cryptocurrency payment option into existing E-commerce platforms and retail stores enabling the customer to 
pay instantly with almost any cryptocurrency.

The technology developed by EGT Pro consists of a decentralized, non-custodial, locally hosted EGT Pro 
Wallet, available on mobile and desktop applications. This provides an interface for merchants and consumers 
to manage their cryptocurrency.

In the near future users will have the ability to manage their Fiat funds, a set of smart contracts, programs and 
dApps that are deployed across multiple blockchains. This enables data storage and an automated 
decentralized exchange. EGT Pro will launch EGT Pro stability Token on the WAVES blockchain boasting 
transactional speeds below one second. It also features multiple wrapped stable currency tokens that are 
deployed across chains and quick exchanges into native coins.

The wallet application will create and store all cryptocurrency wallets needed for decentralized blockchain 
interactions as well as cryptographic signing that’s locally encrypted to enable user authentication without the 
centralized storing of credentials. Additionally, EGT Pro will provide an optional two factor authentication via 
text messaging which will later be adapted as a decentralized service for text message authentication for 
blockchain transaction signing.

By making use of blockchain technology, the decentralized infrastructure will securely store and balance 
cryptocurrency funds for almost instant payment & exchange.



WAVES Technology:

EGT Stability Token is built on Waves blockchain infrastructure. It is fast, low cost 
and eco-friendly. Waves is a global open-source platform for decentralized 
applications. Based on proof-of-stake consensus, Waves aspires to make the most 
of blockchain while minimizing its carbon footprint. Waves technology stack can 
be beneficial in any use case that demands security and decentralization such as:

Open 
Finance

Personal 
identification

Gaming Sensitive 
data 

Many 
others 



WAVES Technology:

The following attributes of the Waves Blockchain will allow the EGT Pro stability 
Token to actually scale globally as a cost-effective currency to be used by 
merchants and consumers:

Waves blockchain has 
extremely efficient 

decentralized exchange 
performance 

.

Extremely low 
on-chain transfer 

network fees

Has native Ethereum, 
Bitcoin, Polygon, Litecoin 

chain gateways to 
automatically service 

cross-chain 
interoperability of all 

digital assets
.

100 – 7000 
transactions per 
second and fees 
below 0.1 cent 

($0.001)



Thank You

t.me/elon_goat_token Elongoat.ioEgt@elongoat.io


